
 

ENGLISH (SBI PO CLASS 14 MAY 2019)
 Direction (1-5) (ERROR DETECTION) 

 In each of the following sentences four sections have been given marked with 

A, B, C and D. Find out which section has an error, either grammatical or 

contextual. 

1.  “Gully Boy” is a story of life, survive and (A)/ creativity in a slum and 

focusses (B)/ on a set of families that (C)/ are rooted in Muslim community 

(D). 

2.  There is no reduction in violence among political adversary (A) that has 

characterised the campaign in the 17th general election (B)/, but political 

leaders have started (C)/ preparing for the post-poll scenario (D).  

 1. A – C     2. B - D     3. A – B     4. Only B     5. B – C   

3.  A dazzle Indian Premier League season (A)/ produced a fine last-ball finish 

in Hyderabad (B)/, with Mumbai Indians secured (C)/ an unprecedented 

fourth crown. 

 1. A – C     2. B - D     3. A – B     4. Only A     5. B – C   

4.  Each of the citizens have special obligations (A)/ to their children, spouse, 

parents, teachers (B)/ and relatives; special care for the aged, servants (C)/, 

animals and, occasional, strangers (D). 

 1. A – C     2. B - D     3. A – B     4. Only A     5. All except C 

5.  China, harnessing artificial intelligence (A)/, will soon have information 

enough to (B)/ rate all its citizens for good behaviour (C)/, from buying a train 

ticket to getting a credit card (D).  

 1. A – C     2. B - D     3. A – B     4. Only B     5. NOTA 

 Direction (6-10) (PHRASE REPLACEMENT) 

 Which of the following phrases (A), (B), (C) and (D) given below each 

sentence should replace the phrase printed in highlighted letters to make the 

sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is, mark (E) 

i.e. "No Replacement required" as the answer. 

6.  Like the corporate sector, the Banks to through the Group Code of Business 

Conduct and Ethics, has to adopt a zero-tolerance approach to corruption.   

 A. to through the Group Code of Business Conduct and  Ethics 

 B. too through the Group Code of Business Conduct and Ethics   

 C. will through the Group Code of Business Conduct and Ethics 

 D. may through the Group Code of Business Conduct and Ethics   

 E. No replacement required 

7.  The Enforcement Directorate is ready probing 

 the money laundering angle in the case.  

 A. already probed B. ready probed 

 C. already probing D. Was already probing 

 E. No improvement is required 

 

8.  The Constitution abolished untouchability through Article 17 and did not 

abolish the caste system even though it is the cause of untouchability. 

 A. and consequently did not abolish the caste system even though it is  

 B. notwithstanding did not abolish the caste system even though it is  

 C. but likewise did not abolish the caste system even though it is  

 D. but did not abolish the caste system even though it is  

 E. No correction required 

9.  One of the strengths of India’s federal structure is its independent Judiciary 

and the role it will have to play to strengthen federalism in this country. 

 A. and the roles it will play in strengthening federalism  

 B. and to strengthening federalism the role it has played 

 C. and the role it has played in strengthening federalism  

 D. and the role it played in strengthen federalism 

 E. No correction required 

10.  Businesses have been disrupted by last year's ban on high-value notes and the 

roll-out of a goods and services tax. 

 A. rolling-out of a goods and services tax 

 B. roll-out of goods and services tax 

 C. rolled-out of goods and services tax 

 D. rolled-out of a goods and services tax 

 E. No correction required 

 Direction (11-15) (WORD ERROR) 

 In each of the following questions a sentence is given and four words are 

HIGHLIGHTED in it. One of these four words may be misspelt or wrongly 

used. You have to identify that word and chose the appropriate option as your 

answer. If all the words are correctly spelt and used, then mark ‘All Correct 

(E)’ as your answer.  

11.  The initial(A) estimate(B) of Cyclone Fani’s damage to standing(C) crops in 

Odisha has been peg(D) at ₹150 crore. All correct (E).  

12.  The government assumes(A) office after the general election will have to 

crack(B) a serious and annoying(C) problem of India’s banking sector with 

clarity(D). All correct (E).  

13.  It is apparent (A) that Taliban’s intransigence(B) towards talks has dark(C) 

the prospects(D) for peace. All correct (E).   

14.  When political parties impose(A) criminals, terrorists and persons accused of 

mischief(B) activities, dealers and fixers upon constituencies(C), they insult 

the intelligence(D) of the people who are going to vote. All correct (E).  

15.  Economics is not only a commodity(A) based demand-supply subject but now 

it is a technical(B) subject of variable(C) and parameters, added with 

statistical analysis(D). All correct (E). 
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